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P,rotesters

•

lack pOIse

On Friday, February 20, an, assembly for the
six A-lane junior English classes was disrupted
by a belligerent group of students who ostensibly
were protesting the "tracking system" which they
feel is inherent in laning. Six students were suspended because of their conduct during this disturbance.
The protesting students relied on yelled comments,
interjections, curses, and other sundry verbal vehicles to force their opinions on the audience, punctuating their protest with confetti-throwing theatrics. This jeering display effectively interrupted
the planned presentation by English department
head Mr. Bernard Tanner, while obscuring the
laning issue completely. ,
These boorish rebels attempted to personalize
the guilt for the military-industrial
complex, the
tracking system, unequal college opportunities, and
the other compounded evils of modern society in
Mr. Tanner, abusing him with ungrammatical invectives and monotonous chants of "off the pig."
The purpose of the assembly was to explain the
scores of'ia composition test to the A-lane juniors,
to describe the 12th grade curriculum, and to elaborate on,the methods of choosing the 12 AP class.
The churlish display was especially ill-timed,
because it came in a year when the English department had eliminated the Advanced Pla~emerit lane in
, sophomore and junior classes.
In an egucational perspective, the assembly itself
may have been unjustified. Mr. Tanner stated during
his pr:~sentation that large group instruction was
much Jess 'effective than smaller, more personalized Classroom
situations.
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veals
that this tiny room
appears to have already gone
through its "identity crisis"
Being the sadistic person that and failed miserably, having
I am, I will nowadd some humor lost any resemblance to a washto the scene, by reporting on one room hours before. Along with
of the more vitally interesting
the usual colorful' assortment
institutions on campus, the lavof poetics written everywhere,
atory.
(known by a IOcEdradio station
Having just suffered a viplent as'!'"those 16veable scrawls on
case of stomach flu, I ve had' bathroom walls") are the re'frequent occasion to study quite mains of mirrors, textbooks,
thoroughly the institution in Physics experiments,
"Playquestion. Unfortunately, not all
boy"
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By DAVE STAHL
As philosopher and ambic,extrous
pianissimofortissimist,
I would like to make
perfectly clear
the fact of
overpopulation and denunciation, as well as the difference
between literature
'and pure
philanthropical trash.
No,
never
recognize differences
between one's ego and one's
id to the point of no return.
A recommended source of
intellectual pleasure, following
through the fallacy of repetition, would be one's own deep!¥_ disguised palaver, as you
will discover while reading this~
I know not your thoughts or
your mind, only the remaining
factors of life and circumstance.
In closing, I would like to
say that if you, the reader of
THE STAHL, found d~ep meaning in the preceding paragraphs,
you are obviously emotionally
unstable. If you found nothing,
you are absolutely normal.

full power and letting the water
run over into the heaps of trash
for 10 to 20 minutes.
The outlook for thIs essential
institution
is anything but
bright. The positive views of
the controlling"
establishment" in the "Brigade" remain unbending in the quest to'
preserve the' status-quo, which
is_control of this lavatory.
Now fll admit that during
most of the day, the majority
of the students are not bothered

________
-----mOCh-le-ss-ettettfve-tI1an
sma1.Ye'Y, more personalized classroom
situations.
This educational
prin-,
ciple indicates
that the speech to upwards
of 150
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students
If It was
I~'
r., would'W;have been more \ effective
made to many smaller
groups.
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The sincerity
of rebel attempts
to change the
...
' .
lamng system
was belled by their actIOns at the
close of the assembly.
When Mr. Tanner offered
to discuss
laning with any interested
students,
and
dismissed
the assembly
this vociferous
minorityWlll
,
left immediately.
They apparently
performed
for an
audience,
but did not try to persuade
administrators
and teachers
who can alter
the laning
policy.

..----_--,--0 -----J---o---------o-me-usual-colorfUl--a"SSdrtm-erit'
tl1:e controlii'iig'" ~••establishinstitutions on campus, thelavof poetics written everywhere,
ment' , in the "Brigade" reatory.'
.
(known by a local radio station
main unbending in the quest to
preser've the' status-quo, which
Haying just ):;uffer~Qa,~olent
as "those loveable scrawls on
,case of stomach flu, I ve had bathroom walls") are the reis control of this lavatory.
frequentoccasion ...
to study quite mains of mirrors
textbooks
Now r 11 admit that 'during
most of the day, the majority
thoroughly the mstitution m Physics experiments, "Playof the students are not bothered
question .. U~fortunately, notall
boy" fold-oUts,
and human
,my factfmdmg tours were the bodies. All these articles are
by this takeover. But unforresult of a scientific quest for scattered neatly in the corners
tunately during those critical
moments whendelay could mean
knowledge,' but those observawhich by the end of the da;
ti?ns that I am able to :-ecall extend to the center of the room. , disaster, the " Brigade" can
become somewhat of a nuisance,
n,0w ~e presented In the Squished onto the ceiling are all
folloWlng State of the Rest- the available rolls of toilet
to say the least.
It would seem that a People's
room" message.
,paper,
soaked through, which
Revolution is in order for the
Being a. ~ale by birth, I am to the average" quick-tripper"
near future. But in the meanonly quahfl~d to speak of the present an interesting dilemma
'time may I suggest that stramale es~abhshments on cam- that I shall not explore further.
The undIscIplmed
accusatIOns
of dIssIdent students
pus • So, inthespiritofbreaking
SO.
tegic placing of a "DETOUR"
urpnsmg 1y, th e "B' ng ad"e
sign containing explicit instrucmay be rooted in legitimate
grievances,
but these
Cubberley tradition,
I will insists' that there is relevant
tions as to the whereabouts
complaints
must be substantiated
by factual
eviattempt to stick to that topic of educational value in their ac....
which I know something about. tivities. They cite as an exof the boy's Gym, to be f?itdence and logIcal reasomng,
rather
than mfantIle,
Entering the restroom before ample the fact that each 'day
uateQ in such a place as to
petty tantrums.
If students
have developed
eduschool is "a completely unique they scientifically observe and
be easily seen by all those
'" quick-trippers" in their mocationally
sound alternatives
to ability grouping,
~xp~rience," in that everything analyze the result of plugging
ment of neec.t,
IS m order.
The floors are the drains and simultaneously
these should be explored.
clean, 'the wash basins are
turning on all the faucets to
DA VE THIEMANN,
Managing Editor
spotless, the mirrors are intact
A review -and reflect an only slightly
yellowed image, and there is
even a pleasant odor in the
air.
The CATAMOUNT, an official publication of the Associated
Unfortunately, by brunch the
to the performance, as well as
By JAN CLARK
Students of Cubberley High School, Palo Alto, California, is
scene has changed drastically.
a constant flow of music depublished bi-monthly by the advanced journalism class, together
For some strange reason, about
lip;htfully backing each charTHE LONG ROAD HOME, a
with the graphic arts students. The CATAMOUNTis mailed on an
98% of the air pollution in the
acter.
presentation
of
American
folkentire Bay Area mysteriously
exchange basis to other schools as Second Class matter.
The mood fluctuated from
lore given by Foothill students,
congregates in that one bathEDITORIAL BOARD
proved to be an enjoyable evenMike Macovski ........•.•...•.•..•....•.•
Editor
serious reflections, often symroom on the B wing by 10 a.m.,
ing of story telling and singing.
bolic,
to humorous scenes.
and hangs
around attacking
Dave Thiemann ...•.....•...•••.•
Managing Editor
The material used in the
Movement from one character
innocent nostrils until it mysCarol Crosby ...••............•.•.•.•.
News Editor
to another remained smoothlyteriously disappears at 2:15pm. presentation, collected and edSteve Murk •...............•...
Page Coordinator
Rumor has it that the source
ited by Foothill drama instrucpaced, and the mood blended
Gerrit Gong ..............•
Junior Representative
excellently with the character
of this miraculous event may tor John Ford, were the comSTAFF
change.
An occasional song
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Sue Klink be inside the washroom, but I piled works of many American
with no slide or character
wouldn't want to make any ugly poets, playwrights, and novelSports Staff ...........•••.......
Steve Rubesin, Editor
accusations until further eviists. The use of slijes, backchange left suitable pauses to
Dave Levitsky
dence
is
smoked
out
into
the
round music, singing, and charallow some pondering.
Page Coordinator •.............•...•....
Des Welch
acter skits came across as a
The finale was enlivened by
Columnists .•.....•.......•.•.•.•.....
Dave Stahl open.
successful way to communicate
several songs with the actors
Well, anyway, upon passing
Kristine Wenburg
circling the
audience, prothrough the door marked MEN, a synopsis of Amedcan life
Photographers •••.........•
Mike Parrish, Gary Barber,
one is cordially ushered in at from 1860-1940.
moting participation, clapping,
Mike Anderson, Neal Randles, Ken Rabiroff
The play consisted )f a wide
or singing. This method served
knifepoint by one of the resident
Reporters .......•........
Jan Clark, Cyndee Ford,
assortment of folklore stereointellectuals, who is doubtless
as a fine build-up for many,
,Ginnie Miller, Sharon Noguchi, Doug Peterson, Pam Sawyer,
but for some, to have continued
John Scholer, Dana Stewart, Dave Suliteanu, Laurie Tondow a member-in-good-standing of types, ranging from the sophistocated society snob to a gangthe pace on through the end
that locally famous organizaCartoonists
'
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Craig Marshall,
ling hill boy.
tion, "The Cigarette- Butt Brigrather than increasing it, would
,
Lee' Nordling
ade."
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Several folk songs, sung by have allowed for deeper thinking
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afterwards.
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